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1. Introduction

Wage arrears are wage payments that were not settled at their due date. Typicall
arrears are not observed in developed market economies because wages are paid to
punctually. However, the problem of wage arrears is severe in the transition econom
the former Soviet Union.1 In Ukraine, the average level of wage arrears was around
of quarterly output from 1996 to 2001. In 1996, wage arrears constituted around 4
an average worker’s salary, i.e., the average wage debt was equal to five months p
they affected more than 60% of the labor force.2 Only recent economic growth has reduc
wage arrears in Ukraine.

Considerable empirical literature investigates the determinants of wage arrears.Alfan-
dari and Schaffer (1996)andClarke (1998)attribute wage arrears to liquidity problem
e.g., the lack of external finance available to enterprises and non-payment by cus
for goods delivered.Earle and Sabirianova (2002)discuss the opportunistic behavior
managers who delay wage payment to pursue their personal interests, e.g., forcing
to sell their shares in the enterprise.Layard and Richter (1995)cite the willingness o
workers to accept wage-cuts to preserve their jobs.Alfandari and Schaffer (1996)focus on
managerial strategies to extract tax concessions from the government. Finally,Desai and
Idson (2000)discuss survival strategies of loss-making enterprises.

The empirical literature finds that wage arrears play an important role in indiv
consumption-savings decisions.Desai and Idson (1998, 2000)emphasize that wage arrea
not only affect household disposable income in a given period, but also reduce
hold wealth because they are not indexed to inflation.Lehmann and Wadsworth (200
find that wage arrears can increase conventional measures of earnings inequality
to 30%.Desai and Idson (2000)provide empirical evidence that Russian families pro
themselves from wage delays by borrowing from relatives, selling family assets, r
ing savings rates and holding multiple jobs.Skoufias (2004)is an extensive discussio
of the literature on the risk management strategies of households in transition econ
Guariglia and Kim (2003)find strong evidence of precautionary savings by househ
facing wage arrears. However, no theoretical framework for analyzing the impact of
arrears on consumer behavior has been proposed in the literature.3

1 Other types of arrears, e.g., arrears between enterprises, arrears of enterprises to banks, tax arrear
prises and pension arrears are also prevalent in these transition economies.

2 Alfandari and Schaffer (1996), Clarke (1998), Desai and Idson (2000)andEarle and Sabirianova (2002)report
similar tendencies for wage arrears in Russia.

3 Earle and Sabirianova (2000)present a formal model in which high and persistent wage arrears arise
outcome of equilibrium managerial decisions. However, their paper does not consider the consumer sid
economy explicitly.
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In this paper, we develop a general equilibrium model that allows us to assess the
economic consequences and the welfare implications of the wage arrears pheno
including its consequences for cross-sectional household distributions of income,
and consumption. In our model, wage arrears arise because firms that are hit by
tive shocks associated with transition cover the losses they incur by the underpaym
wages.4 We assume that wage arrears depreciate over time because they are not ind
inflation. At the individual level, randomness in the timing and extent of wage paym
act as an idiosyncratic shock to earnings. Markets are incomplete in that agents
borrow more than a certain amount and cannot insure themselves against idiosyncr
certainty. Thus, the consumer side of our economy is similar to the standard one in
sector neoclassical growth model, except that fluctuations in individual wages come
wage arrears shocks in our case, while they come from productivity shocks in the st
case, asAiyagari (1994)andHuggett (1993, 1997)discuss.

The effect of wage arrears on an individual’s consumption-savings behavior is c
terized by two types of costs. First, delays in wage payments lead to a reduction in ex
income from both capital and labor, so that agents lower their consumption. Capital in
decreases due to the precautionary savings effect and labor income decreases be
depreciation of wage arrears. Second, the non-regularity of wage payments, togeth
the borrowing restrictions, leads to variations in the amount of resources available to
in each period, which induces consumption fluctuations.

We calibrate our model to aggregate and household data from the Ukraine and co
the effects associated with wage arrears. Our model with wage arrears shocks ge
approximately the same degrees of wealth, income and consumption inequality as a
duced by the standard neoclassical growth model with productivity shocks, e.g.,Aiyagari
(1994). Regarding the social costs of wage arrears, the reduction in the agent’s ex
consumption due to wage arrears ranges from 8 to 16% in our experiments. The w
loss resulting from consumption fluctuations is equivalent to an additional consum
loss, which ranges from 1 to 5% depending on the degree of risk aversion assum
agents.

The paper is organized as follows. Section2 presents the empirical evidence on wa
arrears in the Ukrainian economy and discusses the relationship between wage arre
inter-enterprise arrears. Section3 formulates the model. Section4 discusses the method
ology of the quantitative study and reports the results from simulations. Finally, Sec5
concludes with policy implications and a discussion of possible extensions of the mo

2. Wage arrears in Ukraine

The empirical evidence of arrears in Ukraine is taken from both aggregate and h
hold data. Aggregate time series data come from the Ukrainian European Policy and
Advice Center (UEPLAC) and the household data are taken from the Ukraine-96 s

4 This explanation is consistent with the empirical evidence from Ukraine and withDesai and Idson (2000)who
argue that wage arrears would have been eliminated in Russia if nonviable firms were forced into bankru
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Fig. 1. Aggregate output and arrears.

Appendix A provides a description of the data.Figure 1depicts the time paths of aggr
gate arrears in the Ukraine from 1994 to 2001. Gross payables and gross receiva
defined as the sum of the real debt of and to economic agents, respectively. Net pay
the difference between gross payables and gross receivables. Wage arrears is the r
debt of enterprises to workers.5 For comparison, we plot the path of real output over
period.

Figure 1indicates the total amount of debt in the Ukraine increased dramatically
the time period; gross payables rose from one half of quarterly output in 1994 t
quarters of output in 2000. However, the increment in gross payables is not necess
indication of poor economic performance. According to estimates by the National Ba
Ukraine, three quarters of gross payables in 1996 were trade credits, i.e., inter-en
arrears. Trade credits are cheap and convenient substitutes for bank credits and a
mon in developed market economies. Trade credits are particularly useful in tran
economies because financial institutions are underdeveloped. The current level o
credits as a percentage of GNP in Ukraine is comparable to that in France or Japan6

The presence of a large net debt is the more relevant problem for the Ukrainian eco
Figure 1indicates gross payables consistently exceeded gross receivables and ave
payables amounted to 35.46% of quarterly output.7 This indebtedness represents the
verse effects of transition on Ukrainian producers. On the one hand, the typical Ukr
enterprise faced a reduction in demand for its products because of an increase in

5 Except for wage arrears, the net payables include tax arrears, inter-enterprise arrears, arrears of ente
banks, and pension arrears.

6 Alfandari and Schaffer (1996)provide a comparison of the size of trade credits across countries.
7 Alfandari and Schaffer (1996)report payables and receivables for different countries. For the typical d

oped market economy, receivables are larger than payables. The largest net receivables are observed in
amount to 15% of annual output.
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competition and because of the break-up of the Soviet Union. On the other hand, th
faced an increase in input prices, especially, energy and primary resources, due to th
ing up of the economy. According to the Ukrainian National Bank, 84% of net debt in
was concentrated in manufacturing, agriculture, and the coal sector, whereas 78%
credits belonged to input suppliers, especially in the energy, oil and gas sectors. C
many enterprises were unable to pay for inputs.UEPLAC (2001)concludes that the shoc
in relative prices at the onset of transition resulted in much of Ukrainian industry pro
ing negative value added. Hence, the growth of net arrears is attributed to loss-m
enterprises that continue in operation by incurring more debt.

Figure 1indicates wage arrears constituted a large fraction of Ukrainian net a
during the period 1996 to 2001. On average, wage arrears amounted to 22.44% o
terly output, which corresponds to two third of the net arrears. Therefore, we conclud
the debt burden of Ukrainian enterprises was laid disproportionately upon the w
through wage arrears.8 Similarly to the aggregate time series data, household dat
veal that Ukrainian wage arrears is both a large-scale and a long-run phenomenon
the Ukraine-96 household survey, in 1996, wage arrears of the average Ukrainian
amounted to 39.36% of the annual wage, which implies almost a 5-month wage de
year and per worker. In addition, wage arrears affected 66.3% of the individuals
viewed and 7.14% of the workers reported wage arrears that exceeded their average
wage. From the 1999 survey of Ukraine Small and Medium Enterprises,Lukyanenko et
al. (2002)report that 66.4% of employees experienced wage arrears. The duration o
arrears for periods of less than 1 month, 1 to 3 months, 4 to 6 months, 7 to 12 m
and more than 12 months was reported by 4.67, 38.27, 22.36, 14.20, and 18.80%
employees, respectively.

Lukyanenko et al. (2002)investigate the determinants of wage arrears using a p
model and report the following regularities. The individual characteristics of workers
age and gender, do not have a statistically significant impact on the incidence of
arrears. Alternatively, the firms’ characteristics, e.g., sectorial affiliation and owne
are statistically significant. Specifically, finance, trade, catering, transport, and heal
education have incidences of wage arrears that are lower by 46.5, 34.5, 26.3, 17
15.1%, respectively, than in agriculture. Privately-owned firms have an incidence of
arrears that is 30% lower than that of state-owned firms. Furthermore, the incide
wage arrears varies across regions; the difference between the Kiev region having t
est incidence of wage arrears in Ukraine and the Rivne region with the highest incide
around 45%. The authors also consider other variables, e.g., the size of the firm, the
of hours worked and an urban-rural dummy, but these are not statistically significan9

To summarize, we find the following key regularities in the Ukrainian data. During
transition, many Ukrainian enterprises incurred losses and their debt burden was

8 UNECE (2004)also reaches the same conclusion arguing that labor was the least-protected factor of
tion during the transition in Ukraine because the drop in real wages attributable to wage arrears exce
reduction in output.

9 The characteristics of the incidence of wage arrears in the Russian Federation are similar, asLehmann et al.
(1999), Earle and Sabirianova (2000, 2002), andLehmann and Wadsworth (2001)report.
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mainly to workers.10 For a considerable period of time, the Ukrainian economy has h
large and roughly stationary stock of wage arrears.11 Wage arrears affect all workers, ind
pendently of age and gender; however, the incidence of wage arrears across firms v
region, sector and ownership type. From a worker’s perspective, wage arrears have
tially the same effect as idiosyncratic shocks to wages because workers do not know
and how much they will be paid.12 In the next section, we present a one-sector neoclas
growth model consistent with this evidence.13

3. The model

Our model followsBewley (1986)by considering ex ante identical agents who beco
heterogeneous due to uninsurable idiosyncratic uncertainty. Our economy consis
continuum of consumers and a continuum of firms. Both consumers and firms ar
formly distributed on a closed interval[0,1]. Time is discrete and the horizon is infinit
so thatt ∈ T is a time index withT = {0,1,2, . . .}.14

Each agent supplies one unit of non-valued time to production inelastically. The a
contractual wage is denotedW .15 However, due to the presence of wage arrears, th
fective wage, denotedωt , does not usually coincide with the contractual one. The effec
wage is equal to a fraction of the wage debt carried over from the previous period
fraction of the contractual wage. For the sake of simplicity, we assume both fractio
equal, so that we have:

(1)ωt = [
qt−1(1− dq) + W

]
(1− vt ),

whereqt−1 denotes the stock of wage arrears at the end of periodt − 1, dq ∈ (0,1] is the
depreciation rate of wage arrears, and(1 − vt ) is the fraction of the total wage bill pai
to the agent in periodt . We specifyvt to be an agent-specific random variable, which
independently and identically distributed across agents on the interval[0,1], and refer to
this variable as an idiosyncratic shock to wage arrears.

10 Delays in wage payments also help enterprises to reduce effective wages because wage arrears ar
indexed by inflation.Layard and Richter (1995)argue that workers were willing to accept wage cuts to pres
jobs.
11 Lehmann and Wadsworth (2001)also find stationary wage arrears in Russia. They report that the sto
wage arrears has been approximately at the steady state equivalent to two month wage bill since 1996
during this time, contractual wages not paid to some workers in any given month are approximately equ
amount of wage debts paid back to some other workers in that month.
12 The random nature of wage arrears is emphasized byEarle and Sabirianova (2002)who argue that arrear
generate uncertainty about the timing and extent of the eventual payment. According toLehmann and Wadswort
(2001), the wage distribution that would have been observed if all workers had been paid in full is very sim
the one that is actually observed for workers who are paid in full. Hence, these authors argue that wag
are drawn reasonably uniformly from the entire wage distribution.
13 More precisely, we can account for all of the above evidence, except the systematic variation of wage
across firms having certain specific characteristics.
14 This assumption implies that average and aggregate quantities coincide.
15 Variables having common equilibrium values for all agents are denoted by capital letters and those
agent-specific values are denoted by small letters. The same connection is applied to the firms.
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The assumption that the stock of wage arrears depreciates allows us to account
fact that wage arrears are not indexed to inflation in transition economies. Hence, a
in wage payment results in a reduction of the real value of wage debt. Furthermore
wage arrears are not paid at all because firms go bankrupt or because workers q
jobs and loose the right to claim the debt. The underpaid (overpaid) wages are ad
(subtracted from) the stock of wage arrears so that the evolution of the debt of the
the worker is described by:

(2)qt = [
qt−1(1− dq) + W

]
vt .

We assume thatqt is bounded, i.e.,qt ∈ Q ≡ [0, q] ⊂ R for all t .
The agent is assumed to save in the form of real assets. Income from assets is e

Rat , whereR is the interest rate andat is the individual’s current asset holdings. Assets
restricted to the setA = [a, a] ⊂ R, wherea � 0 anda > 0, so that the agent is allowed
borrow only up to a certain amounta. The agent seeks to maximize the expected discou
sum of one-period utilities by choosing an optimal consumption path denoted{ct }∞t=0. The
utility function u(c) is continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, strictly concave
satisfies the Inada condition limc→0 u′(c) = ∞. Consumption is restricted to being no
negative. Consequently, the consumer’s problem is given by:

(3)max
{ct ,at+1}∞t=0

E0

∞∑
t=0

δtu(ct ),

subject to

(4)ct + at+1 = ωt + (1+ R)at ,

(5)at+1 � a,

where(a0, q−1, v0) represents the initial condition and is given, andωt is defined by(1).16

In (3), Et denotes the expectation, conditional on all information about the agent’s
payments available att , andδ ∈ (0,1) is the discount factor. To ensure the existence
solution to the consumer’s problem, we shall requireδ(1+ R) < 1.

The firms are assumed to have identical production technologies that convert
and labor into output. Each firm chooses its capital input,Kt , and its labor input,Nt ,
to maximize expected period-by-period profit, taking the interest rate,R, and wage,W ,
as given. The level of output is assumed to depend on an additive idiosyncratic
denotedθt . Thus, the firm solves the following problem:

(6)max
Kt ,Nt

E
[
F(Kt ,Nt ) − dKt − RKt − WNt − θt

]
,

whereE is an unconditional expectation,F is the production function andd ∈ (0,1] is the
depreciation rate of capital. The production function exhibits constant returns to sca
strictly increasing, strictly concave, continuously differentiable and satisfies the app
ate Inada conditions.

16 Non-negativity of consumption is guaranteed by the Inada condition.
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We assume that the firm cannot exit the market even if it incurs losses.17 The first-
order conditions from(6) imply that factor prices are equal to their corresponding marg
products. Hence, we have:

(7)R = F1(Kt ,Nt ) − d, W = F2(Kt ,Nt ),

whereF1 andF2 are the first-order partial derivatives of the production functionF with
respect to capital and labor inputs, respectively. We assume that the firm first pa
capital and only afterwards for labor. In addition, we assume the revenue from ou
always sufficient to cover depreciation of capital and its rental price, i.e.,F(Kt ,Nt )− θt �
(d + R)Kt .18 Thus, the effective wage per unit of labor is:

(8)ωt = [
F(Kt ,Nt ) − θt − (d + R)Kt

]
/Nt = W − θt/Nt .

We assume that each firm hires one worker so thatNt = 1. Wages that are underpa
(overpaid) to a worker are added to (subtracted from) the stock of wage arrears yiel

(9)qt = qt−1(1− dq) + θt .

Conditions(8) and(9) describing the evolution of the stock of the firm’s wage arrears
equivalent to conditions(1) and(2) describing the evolution of the stock of its worke
wage arrears, if the shocksθt andvt are related by:

(10)θt ≡ Wvt − qt−1(1− dq)(1− vt ).

To capture the fact that the typical firm in a transition economy is a loss-make
assume that the idiosyncratic shock,θt , is, on average, positive, i.e.,E[θt ] > 0. By as-
sumption, the process forθt is exogenous and cannot be affected by the firm’s acti
However, even if we allowed the firm to reduceθt at zero cost, it would have no incenti
to do so because it shifts all losses to the workers and makes the same effective zer
independently of the amount of wage arrears. Consequently, the rationale for the
pay any wages must be established. Hence, we assume that shocks to production
perfectly and costlessly monitored by workers, trade unions and the government.
ers will tolerate wage arrears only if they arise as a consequence of a negative sh
wage arrears are created artificially, workers will report this abuse to the governme
the managers of the firm will be penalized. The empirical literature describes num
examples in which managers delayed paying wages intentionally.19 However, the Russia
and Ukrainian legislations explicitly prohibit this practice making it illegal.20

17 This assumption allows us to account for the fact that many loss-making enterprises were not close
and continued operating with the government support in the transition economies. Indeed, Russia and
still maintain almost full employment in spite of the existence of unprofitable enterprises.
18 This assumption guarantees that capital arrears do not arise in our model. In the actual transition ec
capital arrears (e.g., arrears of enterprises to banks) were present although they were of a much smalle
magnitude than wage arrears, seeUEPLAC (2001). We abstract from the capital arrears phenomenon theref
19 Alfandari and Schaffer (1996)discuss managers using wage arrears for extracting tax concessions fro
government.Earle and Sabirianova (2002)explain that Russian managers threaten wage arrears to mak
workers sell their shares in the firm.
20 Lukyanenko et al. (2002)discuss the Ukrainian legislation concerning wage arrears.
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In actual transition economies, wage arrears is a transitory phenomenon. Arre
cumulated at the beginning of the transition, have remained roughly constant duri
transition period and, presumably, will disappear when the transition is over. How
modeling such a non-stationary pattern of wage arrears in a framework of heterog
agents is difficult. Hence, we restrict our attention to a more simple, stationary mo
which the aggregate economy is always in a steady state with a constant amount o
arrears. Under this assumption, we do not model the transition between states w
without wage arrears. However, this simplification does not distort our results bec
under standard parameterization of preferences and production, the convergence fr
steady state to another in a neoclassical growth model is typically fast.21 In other words,
if agents experience wage arrears of approximately the same size for several year
model, they behave as if this situation is stationary.

We focus on a recursive solution to the agent’s problem given by(1) through(5), so that
the agent makes consumption-savings decisions according to the same decision ru
periods. Although the consumer’s problem has three state variables, i.e.,at , qt−1 andvt ,
we can reduce their number to two with the transformations:

(11)ât = at − a, and

(12)zt = ωt + (1+ R)ât + Ra.

The variablezt can be interpreted as the total amount of resources available to the ag
periodt . Using(11)and(12), we can rewrite constraints(4) and(5) as follows:

(13)ct + ât+1 = zt , and

(14)ât � 0.

Denote the optimal value function for the agent with the total resourceszt and wage
arrearsqt by V (zt , qt ). Without time subscripts, the recursive formulation of the prob
specified by(1) through(5) is given by:

(15)V (z, q) = max
â′∈[0,a−a]

{
u(z − â′) + δE

[
V (z′, q ′) | q]}

subject to

(16)z′ = ω′ + (1+ R)â′ + Ra,

whereω′ = q(1 − dq) + W − q ′, with q ′ being the exogenous driving process for wa
arrears given by(9) and(10). Note thatq ′ together with the agent’s saving decision,â′,
determines the amount of future resources, i.e.,z′. The problem given by(15)–(16)defines
the optimal asset demand function,â′ ≡ A(z, q).

By calculating the Kuhn–Tucker conditions of this problem, we obtain the follow
Euler equation:

(17)u′(c) � δE
{
u′(c′)(1+ R)

}
,

21 Maliar and Maliar (2004a)plot impulse-response functions for a neoclassical growth model with perm
productivity shocks and show that, after a shock, the transition to a new steady state occurs essential
period.
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wherec = z − â′ andu′ denotes the marginal utility of consumption. The Euler equa
holds with equality if the borrowing restriction is non-binding,a′ > a, and it holds with
inequality if the limit on borrowing is reached, i.e.,a′ = a.

To describe equilibrium, we take the individual state space in our economy to bZ ×
Q = [z, z]×[0, q], wherez andz are the lower and the upper bounds on the total amou
resources implied by(16), i.e.,z = W − q +Ra andz = q(1− dq)+W + (1+R)a +Ra.
Let B be the Borelσ -algebra of the setZ×Q and letP : Z×Q×B → [0,1] be a transition
function on the measurable space(Z × Q,B) so that:

P(z, q,B) = Prob
({

q ′ ∈ Q: [z′, q ′] ∈ B
} | q)

for B ∈ B,

in which, for given values ofq ′ andA(z, q), the value ofz′ is uniquely determined b
q(1− dq) + W − q ′ + (1+ R)A(z, q) + Ra. For each(z, q) ∈ Z × Q, P(z, q, ·) is a prob-
ability measure on(Z × Q,B) and, for eachB ∈ B, P(·,B) is a B-measurable function
In addition, letλt (B) be a probability measure, defined onB, that represents the mass
agents whose individual states lie inB ∈ B at timet . Sinceλt (B) is a probability measure
the total mass of the agents equals one. Under the transition functionP(z, q,B), the law of
motion ofλt can be written as:λt+1(B) = ∫

Z×Q P(z, q,B)dλt for all t ∈ T and allB ∈ B.
The continuum of agents guarantees that the mass of agents with the shockq ′ at t + 1

and the shockq at t is equal to the conditional probability given by Prob(q ′ | q). Since the
stock of wage arrears follows a first-order Markov process, this probability depend
on the recent past and is the same in all periods. Hence, the aggregate amount
arrears is constant. We study only the equilibria in which the period-(t + 1) probability
measureλt+1 is the same as the period-t probability measureλt , for all t ∈ T . In this case
the probability measure, denotedλ∗ is stationary. Stationarity implies that the aggreg
capital stock is constant,K = ∫

Z×Q at dλ∗ for all t , even though the asset holdings of ea
agent vary stochastically over time.

Given this structure, we have the following definition of equilibrium. A stationary e
librium is defined as a stationary probability measureλ∗, an optimal asset functionA(z, q),
and positive real numbers(K,Q,R,W) such that:

(1) λ∗ satisfiesλ∗ = ∫
Z×Q P(z, q,B)dλ∗ for all B ∈ B;

(2) A(z, q) solves(16)–(17)for a given pair of prices(R,W);
(3) (R,W) satisfy the profit maximization conditions in(7) with Nt = 1;
(4) Q is the average of the agents’ wage arrears:Q = ∫

Q qt dλ∗;
(5) K is the average of the agents’ asset holdings:K = ∫

Z×Q at dλ∗.

The existence and uniqueness of such an equilibrium follow from Theorems 1 an
Huggett (1993). Specifically, Theorem 1 establishes the existence and uniqueness
optimal policy functionA(z, q) for the consumer’s problem given by(15)–(16), and The-
orem 2 shows the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium probability measureλ∗.

After the appropriate transformation of variables, we have shown that the indiv
state in our economy can be characterized in terms of only two state variables,(zt , qt ),
rather than three state variables,(at , qt−1, vt ). Given this result, the consumer’s proble
with wage arrears becomes identical to the one in the standard one-sector neoc
growth model analyzed byAiyagari (1994), with the exception that fluctuations in th
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individual wage are a consequence of delays in wage payments and not of idiosy
shocks to productivity.22 The similarity between the two models arises because the e
of wage arrears on the individual consumption-savings behavior is similar to the imp
idiosyncratic productivity shocks in that both lead to randomness in the amount of
payments. Therefore, the difference between the two models lies therefore in the sto
properties of wages.

In our model, the idiosyncratic delays in wage payments lead to the heterogen
income, assets, and consumption among agents. To smooth consumption fluctuatio
averse agents hold precautionary savings. There are two types of social costs as
with wage arrears. First, as a result of the depreciation of wage arrears, wage debts a
fully repaid so that average income and average consumption are reduced. Second
idiosyncratic uncertainty about wage payments, individual consumption is volatile an
utility of risk averse agents is reduced. In the next section, we evaluate the macroeco
consequences and the welfare implications of wage arrears in a calibrated version
model.

4. Quantitative analysis

The model’s period is one year. We calibrate the model to reproduce several
characteristics of the Ukrainian economy. Regarding the process for wage arrear
by (2), we assume that the idiosyncratic shock is drawn from a normal distribution
vt ∼ N(V,σ 2

v ). With the assumption of stationary distributions of wages and wage arr
Eqs.(1) and (2)yield:

(18)V = Ω

Ω + Q
,

(19)dq = 1−
√

1+ 2 corr(q,w)
σω

σq

+ σ 2
ω

σ 2
q

,

whereΩ andσω (Q andσq ) are the mean and the standard deviation of the wage
tribution (the distribution of wage arrears), respectively, and corr(q,w) is the correlation
coefficient between variablesqt andwt . We compute the above statistics by using the d
from the Ukraine-96 household survey and find the corresponding values of the pa
tersV , σv anddq by simulation, as described inAppendix A. The results are reported
panel A ofTable 1.

We assume a Cobb–Douglas production function,F(K,N) = KαN1−α = F(K,1) =
Kα . We calibrate the remaining parameters{α,d, δ} so that, in the non-stochastic stea
state, the model reproduces the following four statistics of the Ukrainian econom
share of labor income in production, denotedYL/Y , the consumption to output ratio
denotedC/Y , the capital to output ratio, denotedK/Y , and the wage arrears to ou
put ratio, denotedQ/Y . In the absence of wage arrears,α = 1 − (YL/Y ). With wage

22 The individual state in the model inAiyagari (1994)is characterized by two variables(zt , st ), wherezt is the
total amount of resources andst is an idiosyncratic productivity shock.
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Table 1
Selected statistics for Ukrainian economy and the implied parameters in the model

A. Ukrainian household data for 1996 and the implied model’s parameters

Q, krb σq , krb Prob(qt > 0) Ω, krb σω, krb corr(q,w) dq V σv

18674.6 31574.5 0.6630 46430.5 24432.2−0.8870 0.5245 0.2868 1.112

B. Ukrainian aggregate time series data from 1994 to 2001

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 200

YL/Y 0.3967 0.4789 0.4793 0.4616 0.4604 0.4392 0.4253 0.4404
C/Y 0.8024 0.7810 0.6882 0.7268 0.6769 0.6660 0.6973 0.7702
K/Y – – 4.2546 – 3.4871 2.7519 2.1718 –
Q/Y – – 0.2190 0.2612 0.3042 0.2822 0.1850 0.0920

C. Averages of the Ukrainian aggregate time series and the implied parameters in the model

C/Y K/Y YL/Y Q/Y d α δ

0.7261 3.1663 0.4477 0.2244 0.0865 0.4578 0.9

Sources: UEPLAC (2001), Derzhcomstat (2000), and Ukraine-96 Project, Kiev International Institute of Soc
ogy.

arrears, agents do not receive all income earned but are paid only a fraction, d
Ω/W = Ω/(Ω + dqQ). Hence, we have:

(20)α = 1−
(

1+ dqQ

Ω

)(
YL/Y

)
.

Taken together Eqs.(4), (7), (8) and (9)yield:

(21)d = 1− (C/Y ) − dq(Q/Y)

(K/Y )
.

Finally, the Euler equation(17) implies that:

(22)δ = 1

1− d + α(Y/K)
.

In panel B ofTable 1, we report the ratios forYL/Y , C/Y , K/Y andQ/Y computed
from Ukrainian time-series data from 1994 to 2001. The first two ratios, i.e.,YL/Y and
C/Y , appear to be roughly stationary over the period. However, the third ratio, i.e.,K/Y ,
declines considerably over time because capital was used to reduce the impact of d
shocks on wages and because owners were allowed to extract rent and export cap
last ratio, i.e.,Q/Y , appears to be stationary except for the last period in which it decr
sharply due to the overall improvement in the Ukrainian economic situation. We com
the averages of these four ratios over the sample period and find the corresponding
of α, d andδ from Eqs.(20), (21) and (22), respectively. The results are found in pane
of Table 1.

The debt limit is set at zero, i.e.,a = 0. We assume that the agent’s mom
tary utility function exhibits a constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) so thatu(c) =
(c1−γ − 1)/(1− γ ) with γ > 0. Since the coefficient of relative risk-aversion,γ , is not
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identified by our calibration procedure, we consider four alternative values for this
meter, namely,γ ∈ {0.5,1,3,10}. The benchmark value forγ is 1, which corresponds t
the limiting logarithmic case, yieldingu(c) = ln(c). To compute numerical solutions, w
approximate the process for wage arrears(9) by a seven-state Markov chain, for whi
the distribution ofvt is truncated such thatvt ∈ [0,1]. The corresponding uncondition
probabilities of states are reported inTable 2. A description of the solution procedure
elaborated inAppendix B. We report the statistics generated by the model inTable 3.

Beginning with our benchmark model, denoted BM, in the first column ofTable 3, we
provide several inequality measures of the distributions of wages, assets, and co
tion to illustrate its distributional predictions. The table indicates, idiosyncratic uncert
associated with wage arrears leads to a significant dispersion in effective wages
workers. In particular, the bottom 40% wage earners receives only 16.8% of total w
while the top 20% earns 33.3% of total wages. The Gini coefficient of the wage di
ution is 0.31. In our model, the wage distribution coincides with the earnings distrib
given that each agent supplies all endowed labor to production. The computed Gin
ficient is somewhat lower than the ones reported byUNECE (2004); in 1993, the Gini
coefficient of the earnings distribution in Ukraine was 0.36 and by 2001, it had
to 0.45.

Inequality in assets and consumption occurs as a result of wage inequality but th
persion in assets is much higher than in consumption. Specifically, the bottom 4
asset owners holds 22.3% of total assets, while the top 20% holds 34.7%. In comp
the respective consumption groups consume 33.6 and 25.0% of total consumption.
over, the normalized standard deviations and the Gini coefficients are 0.481 and
respectively, for the asset distribution, and 0.152 and 0.096, respectively, for the con
tion distribution.23 Hence, our model predicts that risk-averse agents smooth consum
fluctuations by accumulating assets in high-wage states and dissaving in low-wage
Although the household survey does not contain information about individual consum
and asset holdings, it does provide information about the respondents’ own evaluat
their material status relative to that of other people. InFig. 2, we plot the joint distribution
of this reported variable and wage arrears.Figure 3depicts the simulated distribution o
assets and wage arrears based on our benchmark model. A comparison of the two
demonstrates their similarity.

Our finding that agents use assets to smooth consumption is consistent with the
ical literature on transition economies.Desai and Idson (2000)find that in Russia, agen
who were owed wages were more likely to engage in dissaving activities including
rowing, selling family consumer durable items and other assets, and using accum
savings. Investigating a decrease in cash consumption in Russia,Klugman and Kolev
(2001)report that capital income, i.e., income from rents, property and capital investm
was 4.5 and 8.3% of cash income for the bottom and the top consumption–expe
quintiles, respectively, in 1994 but increased to 8.6 and 9.3%, respectively, in 1995.
regression analysis shows that capital income has a positive and significant impact o

23 The degrees of wealth, income, and consumption inequality in our model with wage arrears are very
to those generated by a standard neoclassical growth model with productivity shocks inAiyagari (1994).
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q7 = 1.6807 Prob(qi ) fitted Prob(qi ) actual

0.4215 0.4374 0.4476
0.1015 0.1404 0.2785
0.1023 0.1376 0.1312
0.1008 0.1277 0.0746
0.0973 0.1125 0.0251
0.0918 0.0408 0.0129
0.0848 0.0036 0.0302

he column designated Prob(qi ) fitted is an unconditional
ignated Prob(qi ) actual is an unconditional probability distribution
Table 2
Markov chain and unconditional actual and fitted distributions of arrears

q ′|q q1 = 0 q2 = 0.2801 q3 = 0.5602 q4 = 0.8403 q5 = 1.1205 q6 = 1.4006

q1 = 0 0.4447 0.4385 0.4337 0.4297 0.4265 0.4238
q2 = 0.2801 0.1554 0.1519 0.1251 0.1227 0.1210 0.1028
q3 = 05602 0.1503 0.1491 0.1240 0.1224 0.1213 0.1033
q4 = 0.8403 0.1356 0.1386 0.1176 0.1178 0.1179 0.1013
q5 = 1.120 0.1140 0.1219 0.1068 0.1094 0.1113 0.0968
q6 = 1.4006 0 0 0.0928 0.0980 0.1020 0.0902
q7 = 1.6807 0 0 0 0 0 0.0819

Notes. (i) The grid points for the stock of wage arrears are expressed in units of the contractual wage,W . (ii) T
probability distribution of wage arrears generated by the constructed Markov chain. (iii) The column des
of wage arrears generated by Ukrainian household data.
Source: Ukraine-96 Project, Kiev International Institute of Sociology.
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= 0.1 dq = 0.477 V = 0.316 σv = 1.22

5.6081 5.6203 5.6179 5.6183
2.3869 2.4521 2.4838 2.4785
1.1539 −0.8754 −0.8870 −0.8851
1.0858 1.1153 1.1296 1.1272
0.8109 −18.0488 −20.9642 −20.4773
6.1559 −13.6985 −15.8783 −15.5142
4.0855 −11.5864 −13.8134 −13.4434
0.7602 −0.8402 −0.9202 −0.9202

0.5229 0.5012 0.5216 0.5201
0.3016 0.2516 0.2823 0.2841

16.8493 19.0644 17.1068 17.2261
33.2770 31.5543 33.4944 33.3497
8.5280 8.0342 8.5855 8.5500
7.2468 6.7604 7.3026 7.2665
1.9026 1.7710 1.9185 1.9079
0.3124 0.2828 0.3116 0.3094

0.4662 0.4695 0.4807 0.4799
0.1830 −0.1699 −0.1598 −0.1597
22.9304 22.7780 22.3844 22.4101
34.1950 34.3454 34.7003 34.6574
8.6537 8.6882 8.7802 8.7701
8.1304 8.1719 8.2711 8.2630
2.5553 2.5728 2.6074 2.6051
0.2577 0.2596 0.2658 0.2654

(continued on next page)
Table 3
Selected statistics

Statistic BM γ = 0.5 γ = 3 γ = 10 α = 0.36 δ = 0.96 d

Aggregate statistics
R, % 5.6155 5.7146 5.1876 3.6001 5.5192 4.0383
	K, % 2.5157 1.2148 8.4386 35.7675 3.2143 1.8734
	(RK), % −0.8986 −0.4291 −3.1604 −15.8594 −1.9353 −1.2642
	W , % 1.1440 0.5543 3.7787 15.0267 1.1454 0.8534
	Ω, % −20.7653 −21.2272 −18.7013 −9.8898 −20.7642 −20.9929 −
	I , % −15.7327 −15.9587 −14.7645 −11.4020 −17.2935 −16.7435 −
	C, % −13.6338 −13.8611 −12.6704 −9.4579 −14.7878 −14.8278 −
	uC, % −0.9202 −0.4801 −2.3205 −5.1610 −0.5201 −0.6801

The distribution of wages,ω
std(ω)/ω 0.5244 0.5241 0.5266 0.5415 0.5717 0.5363
corr(ω, q) 0.2788 0.2806 0.2706 0.2374 0.3432 0.2469
0–40% 16.8493 16.8493 16.8493 16.8493 16.8493 16.8493
80–100% 33.2770 33.2770 33.2770 33.2770 33.2770 33.2770
90–95% 8.5280 8.5280 8.5280 8.5280 8.5280 8.5280
95–99% 7.2468 7.2468 7.2468 7.2468 7.2468 7.2468
99–100% 1.9026 1.9026 1.9026 1.9026 1.9026 1.9026
Gini(ω) 0.3124 0.3124 0.3124 0.3124 0.3124 0.3124

The distribution of assets,a
std(a)/a 0.4816 0.4941 0.4395 0.3231 0.4402 0.4808
corr(a, q) −0.1620 −0.1588 −0.1727 −0.2094 −0.2629 −0.1461
0–40% 22.3413 21.9209 23.8187 27.9793 23.8495 22.4206
80–100% 34.7273 35.0959 33.3908 29.7084 33.2699 34.7482
90–95% 8.7852 8.8853 8.4409 7.4954 8.4076 8.7905
95–99% 8.2745 8.3884 7.8842 6.8011 7.8547 8.2966
99–100% 2.6079 2.6531 2.4607 2.0522 2.4603 2.6254
Gini(a) 0.2663 0.2730 0.2435 0.1803 0.2429 0.2656
−

2
1
1
−

−
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0.1 dq = 0.477 V = 0.316 σv = 1.22

0.1395 0.1444 0.1517 0.1509
0.1262 −0.1193 −0.1088 −0.1083
4.1131 33.9209 33.6068 33.6402
4.5180 24.7157 24.9537 24.9372
6.1638 6.2118 6.2738 6.2657
5.2865 5.3426 5.4131 5.4036
1.4753 1.4973 1.5226 1.5197
0.0878 0.0911 0.0958 0.0952

ark parameterization:γ = 1, α = 0.4578,δ = 0.9451,d = 0.0865,
n the parameter identified at the top of the column is set to the
ge difference between the mean of variableXt and its non-
e computed consumption fluctuations. (v) The percentages
olumns, we recompute the corresponding Markovchain.
Table 3 (continued)

Statistic BM γ = 0.5 γ = 3 γ = 10 α = 0.36 δ = 0.96 d =
The distribution of consumption,c

std(c)/c 0.1517 0.1556 0.1377 0.0987 0.1137 0.1307
corr(c, q) −0.1107 −0.1083 −0.1189 −0.1460 −0.1901 −0.0999 −
0–40% 33.5688 33.3775 34.1982 35.8524 35.0084 34.4698 3
80–100% 24.9627 25.1188 24.4512 23.0279 23.6455 24.2747 2
90–95% 6.2774 6.3170 6.1423 5.7769 5.9350 6.0982
95–99% 5.4147 5.4578 5.2615 4.8403 5.0186 5.2189
99–100% 1.5229 1.5391 1.4647 1.3036 1.3714 1.4525
Gini(c) 0.0962 0.0990 0.0865 0.0610 0.0739 0.0827

Notes. (i) The statistics in the column labeled BM are those generated by the model under the benchm
dq = 0.5245,zq = 0.2868,σq = 1.1129. (ii) The statistics in each subsequent column are obtained whe
given value, while the other parameters are set to their benchmark values. (iii) The statistic	X is the percenta
stochastic steady state value,Xss, i.e.,	X ≡ (X − Xss)/Xss× 100%. (iv) The statistic	uC is the cost of th
refer to shares of aggregate quantities owned by ranked population subgroups. (vi) For the last three c
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Fig. 2. Empirical distribution of assets and wage arrears.

Fig. 3. Simulated distribution of assets and wage arrears.

consumption for all consumption–expenditure quintiles. These findings indicate tha
ital income played an important role in consumption smoothing not only for rich but
for poor households in Russia. Finally,Skoufias (2004)provides conclusive evidence abo
the importance of borrowing from formal and informal credit markets for Bulgarian ho
holds facing idiosyncratic fluctuations in income.

In our model, agents hold precautionary savings to self-insure against shocks in
arrears even if they do not currently suffer from wage arrears. This result is cons
with Guariglia and Kim (2003)who find compelling evidence of precautionary savin
by Russian households the heads of which have a high probability of suffering from
arrears one year ahead. In other words, real-world agents foresee the possibility of su
from wage arrears and react by increasing their precautionary savings.
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To investigate the effects of wage arrears on the aggregate variables in the mo
consider average income, which is the sum of capital and labor income, given by:

(23)I =
∫

Z×Q

(Rat + ωt)dλ∗ = RK + Ω.

Regarding capital income, i.e.,RK , uncertainty about the time and amount of wage p
ments, together with the restriction on borrowing, induces the agents to increas
savings. AsTable 3indicates, the resulting increase in the aggregate capital stoc
to precautionary savings, denoted	K , is 2.5157%.24 Since the interest rate is inverse
related to the aggregate capital stock, i.e.,R = αKα−1 − d , the interest rate is lower in ou
economy with wage arrears than in one without wage arrears.25 The total effect of wage
arrears on capital income is negative as	(RK) = −0.8986% fromTable 3.

According to Eqs.(8) and (9), average labor income isΩ = W − dqQ, whereW =
(1 − α)K1−α . Two effects arise. First, the marginal product of labor goes up becaus
capital stock rises due to precautionary savings, i.e.,	W = 1.1440%. Second, the wag
decreases by the amount ofdqQ because of the depreciation of wage arrears.Table 3
indicates that the second effect dominates because	Ω = −20.7653%.

These decreases in both capital and labor income lead to a significant reduction
income given by	I = −15.7327%. The main determinant of income loss is the la
depreciation rate applied to wage arrears, i.e.,dq = 0.5245. Our calculations imply tha
about half of the wage bill, which is not paid to the agent in time, is lost after a one
delay. This high depreciation rate is explained by the high rate of inflation in Ukr
which averages 63.4% annually from 1994 to 2001.26

Wage arrears cause social welfare loss for two reasons: First, aggregate consu
declines due to the depreciation of wage arrears. Second, randomness in the am
wage payments induces consumption fluctuations, which reduces the welfare of risk
agents.Table 3indicates, aggregate consumption loss is	C = −13.6338% in the bench
mark case. To measure the cost of consumption fluctuations, we use the approach p
by Lucas (1987)for measuring the cost of business cycle fluctuations. Specifically
compute a consumption premium, denoted	uC, which must be given to the agent
maintain a utility level equal to the one that would be derived from expected consum
so that:

(24)E
[
u
(
ct + 	uC

)] = u
(
E[ct ]

)
.

24 We denote by	X the percentage difference between the mean of variableX in the model with wage arrear

and its non-stochastic steady state value,Xss, i.e., 	X ≡ X−Xss

Xss × 100. The non-stochastic steady state
be computed analytically. For example, the steady state capital stock,Kss, is computed from the steady sta
expression of the Euler equation as 1= δ(1 − d + α(Kss)α−1). The other aggregate variables can be compu
in a similar manner.
25 This implication accords with the empirical evidence. During the transition period, the Ukrainian capita
decreased. For example, from 1996 to 2000 period, the capital stock declined from 291 to 148 in billions
rubles. Over a similar period, the real interest rate increased as it was negative until 1996, except for 1
remained positive from 1997 to 2001, except for 2000.
26 We compute the average inflation rate, denotedπ , usingCPI1994(1 + π)7 = CPI2001, whereCPI1994 and
CPI2001are the consumer price indices in the years 1994 and 2001, respectively, as reported byUEPLAC (2001).
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The table indicates, the cost of consumption fluctuations equals 0.9202% in the benc
case.

To investigate the sensitivity of our results to the value of the risk aversion coeffi
we examine the results inTable 3for various specifications ofγ . As agents become mo
risk averse, i.e.,γ goes up, precautionary savings increase, which decreases agg
capital income and increases aggregate labor income. The total effect of this cha
aggregate income and aggregate consumption is positive in that the income and co
tion losses are reduced. In contrast, the cost of consumption fluctuations goes u
magnitude of these effects can be considerable. For example, asγ increases from 1 to 10
precautionary savings increase from 2.5157 to 35.7675%, aggregate income and co
tion losses are reduced from 15.7327 and 13.6338% to 11.4020 and 9.4579%, respe
and the welfare loss from consumption fluctuations rises from 0.9202 to 5.1610%.27

To study the robustness of the model’s predictions, we set the parameters equal to
that are standard in macroeconomic literature, namely,α = 0.36, δ = 0.96 andd = 0.1.
We also consider variations in the other parameters relative to their benchmark v
specifically, a 10% decrease indq , a 10% increase inV , and a 10% increase inσv . As
the final six columns ofTable 3indicate, the quantitative implications of our model a
relatively robust.

However, our calibration procedure neglects the effects of permanent heterogen
skills, i.e., workers’ productivities, by assuming that, in the absence of wage arrea
agents earn the same wage. Since we have data on effective but not on contractua
this assumption is necessary. To examine the impact of neglecting skill heterogen
the model’s predictions, we use two alternative calibration procedures. First, we sp
sample into groups by education and weight the wages and wage arrears of agents
ficients reflecting wage differentials across these educational groups. Second, we ad
wages and wage arrears of the agents according to wage differentials across qualifi
profession groups. Our main findings are robust to these modifications and the mag
of the effects associated with wage arrears is comparable to that in the benchmark
tion.

Our welfare estimates depend on the fundamental stationarity assumption. In our
aggregate wage arrears are constant; however, in transition economies, wage arr
hump-shaped in that they increase sharply at first, remain constant for some tim
gradually disappear. If we extend the model to include an unexpected appearance o
arrears, we would compute higher welfare losses in the beginning of transition than
predicted by our stationary model because precautionary savings are not present i
In contrast, including the possibility of an eventual reduction and disappearance of
arrears at the end of transition would imply lower welfare losses than those produced
stationary model. Hence, our model tends to understate short-run and to overstate lo
welfare losses due to the stationarity assumption.

27 If we allow for different types of agents to reflect systematic variations of wage arrears across sectors,
and firm ownership, the social welfare loss from wage arrears can be much larger than that calculate
present paper. Since the utility function is concave, a reduction in either the mean or the variance of wag
of some agents at the expense of other agents increases the utility levels of the former agents less than it
the utility levels of the latter agents.
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Finally, welfare losses from wage arrears are affected by other market imperfe
in transition economies that we do not model. First, estimated welfare losses wo
reduced if workers suffering from wage arrears are more protected from a drop in
personal income than are unemployed agents. Unlike unemployed agents, worke
wage arrears continue to receive non-wage benefits associated with their job, e.g., h
child care, and medical treatment. Such job-specific insurance is particularly impor
transition economies because outside insurance possibilities are limited. Bank bor
is not available and unemployment benefits are meager. Second, our welfare-loss es
would be reduced if enterprises distribute wage arrears among workers to reduc
discrimination, asGerry et al. (2004)discuss for gender differences.

5. Conclusion

Wage arrears is a characteristic particular to many transition economies. Howev
phenomenon can be investigated in a standard neoclassical growth model, tradi
used to study economic issues relevant to developed market economies. We show
effect of wage arrears on individual consumption-savings behavior is similar to that o
syncratic shocks to productivity. We distinguish two types of costs associated with
arrears. First, effective wages are reduced because of depreciation of wage arrears;
a welfare loss arises due to consumption fluctuations. In a version of the model cal
to Ukrainian data, we find substantial costs in that consumption falls by 8 to 16%
the welfare loss resulting from idiosyncratic uncertainty is equivalent to an additiona
sumption loss of 1 to 5%.

Wage arrears is often a survival strategy of loss-making firms during the tran
process. In our framework, firms cannot influence the amount of the losses so tha
arrears continue forever. However, even if firms were able to eliminate the loss-m
activities at no cost and, hence, resolve the problem of wage arrears, this would n
essarily be the chosen strategy because firms have no incentive to reduce losses
as they can shift them to their workers. This insight may explain why wage arrears
existed in Ukraine and other former Soviet Union countries for such a long period of
Following the neoclassical growth model with uninsurable idiosyncratic shocks to
ings, we abstract from the effect of aggregate dynamics on consumption-savings de
of heterogeneous agents by assuming that the aggregate economy is always in a
tic steady state. Our model explains how wage arrears are created on impact of n
productivity shocks, why wage arrears perpetuate, and what effects they have on th
vidual and aggregate allocations. However, we draw no implications concerning the o
of negative productivity shocks in transition economies or the evolution of these s
over time. Our model generates no transitional dynamics between steady states w
without wage arrears; rather it predicts that the economy jumps instantaneously fro
former to the latter as soon as the negative productivity shock disappears.

These limitations result from oversimplified way of modeling the institutional e
ronment and the production side of transition economies. We assume the existe
well-functioning markets and standard profit-maximizing neoclassical firms. There
the only reason for poor economic performance is the presence of exogenous n
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shocks. Hence, these shocks represent all of the institutional shortcomings and pro
difficulties of transition economies. To gain intuition into the origins of transitory p
nomena, we should model explicitly those factors that are responsible for poor eco
performance in transition countries. Such factors include underdeveloped financial i
tions, opportunistic behavior of managers, and labor-market imperfections. A richer
of transition in which firms can reduce their losses by restructuring or modernizing
have different implications concerning wage arrears. In particular, wage arrears ma
socially desirable phenomenon in that they are essentially a zero-interest loan by w
to firms and, therefore, may stimulate higher levels of investment. Furthermore, m
profits and having an outstanding wage debt at the same time is problematic so that
may be a sufficient incentive for firms to eliminate loss-making activities.

To extend our model to include aggregate transitory effects, we should introduce
plicit relationship between individual and aggregate dynamics. Computing the equili
of such a model is complex. To reduce computational expense,Krusell and Smith (1998
employ the numerical aggregation technique, which models the effect of aggrega
namics on individual allocations by taking a few moments of the wealth distribution. A
alternative method,Maliar and Maliar (2003)combine the analytic aggregation techniq
with numerical methods. Both approaches rely on the assumption of stationarity, wh
not likely to prove adequate for modeling transitory phenomena. Methods for solving
stationary models are not yet developed, so that these extensions must be left fo
research.
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Appendix A. The data

The household survey referred to as Ukraine 96 is carried out by Kiev Interna
Institute of Sociology and contains information on 5403 Ukrainian households. Fro
whole sample, we select a subsample in which household heads are employed. We
our attention to wages and wage arrears for the household head from the main job,
one that yields the largest income. We define the agent’s monthly wage as the sum
monetary and non-monetary compensation, as estimated by the respondents. Spe
we have:

ωmonth= ZH28+ ZH31+ ZH34,

whereZH28 is net working compensation,ZH31 is the estimated cost of goods receiv
andZH34 is the estimated cost of privileges.

We construct the distribution of yearly wages by bootstrapping. Specifically, we
pute the yearly wage as a sum of 12 random draws from the constructed distribu
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monthly wages, i.e.,ωyear≡ ∑12
i=1 ωi , whereωi ∼ {ωmonth}. The mean and standard de

ation of wages, which we report inTable 1, are computed over the sample with 1,000,0
observations. The mean and standard deviation of wage arrears inTable 1are for the vari-
ableZ25, which is the amount of money that the owner or the administration owes
household head for the main job.

To computeσv and corr(q,w), we apply the following iterative procedure. Fix som
values of these parameters,σ̂v andĉorr(q,w), compute the corresponding value ofdq from
(19) and simulate the process{qt ,wt }1,000,000

t=1 according to(1) and(2). Use the obtained
series to compute the standard deviation ofqt and the correlation coefficient betweenqt

andwt and denote the results asσ̃q andc̃orr(q,w), respectively. Iterate on the paramet
σv and corr(q,w) until two criteria are satisfied. First,̂corr(q,w) = c̃orr(q,w) and, second
σ̃q coincides with the standard deviation of wage arrears in the Ukrainian househol
from Table 1.

To draw the empirical distribution of wealth and wage arrears inFig. 2, we use the vari
ableI20, which is the subjective evaluation of an individual’s material status relati
someone else in the city, village, or town. This variable is coded between 1 and 7, to
spond to the following evaluations: “much lower than average,” “lower than average,”
lower than average,” “average,” “a bit higher than average,” “higher lower than ave
and “much higher than average.” To construct the educational and profession-qualifi
groups used for the sensitivity experiments, we chose the variablesE3 andZH18, which
are the education and profession or qualification of the household head, respectivel

Ukrainian aggregate data, e.g., GNP, personal consumption, wages, governm
penditures, wage arrears, gross payables, gross receivables, population, CPI, and
quarterly time series fromUEPLAC (2001). All the series, except for the one for wa
arrears, range from the first quarter of 1994 to the fourth quarter of 2001; the ser
wage arrears ranges from the first quarter of 1996 to the fourth quarter of 2001. T
vert nominal series into real ones, we use the CPI. We use GNP to measure outpu
model,Y .

We define aggregate consumptionC as the sum of personal and government consu
tion. Although time series data on government consumption are not available,UEPLAC
(2001)provides a detailed budget of the Ukrainian government for the year 1998, w
allows us to estimate the division of total government expenditures between consu
and investment. We define government investment as the sum of government ex
tures on R&D, education, construction, health care, telecommunication, transpo
and reserve funds. Government consumption is defined as the residual. Using t
proach, 48% of government expenditures is investment and 52% is consumption.
fore, we construct the series for consumption by summing up personal consum
and 52% of total government expenditures. Aggregate labor income is defined
aggregate wage bill excluding wages paid by collective agricultural enterprises.
mates of the Ukrainian capital stock are available for the years 1996, 1998, 199
2000 fromDerzhcomstat (2000). We convert this variable into real terms by using
PPI.
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Appendix B. The numerical algorithm

To solve for the individual asset demand function, we use an algorithm that comp
solution to the Euler equation given by(17) on a grid of pre-specified points. We restr
wage arrears to belong to the intervalq ∈ [q, q] and split this interval intoH equally-
spaced points{q1, . . . , qH }. Then we compute the transitional probabilities associated
the autoregressive process for wage arrears in(9), i.e., the Markov chain. For each sta
q ∈ {q1, . . . , qH }, we parameterize the asset demand by a function of the currently
able resourcesz. The grid for the resources consists ofM equally spaced points in th
range[z, z]. The minimum value for resources,z, is obtained when the agent has no as
holdings and receives the minimal possible labor income,ω. Hence, the agent faces th
maximum possible increase in wage arrears fromq1 to qH . The maximum value for re
sources isz = ω + (1 + R)a, wherea is the maximum sustainable capital stock, i.e.,
solution toF(a) = da, andω is the maximal possible labor income, i.e., the maxim
possible decrease in wage arrears fromqH to q1. Our construction implies that individua
asset holdings are restricted to the range[0, a]. Our baseline parameterization isH = 7
andM = 100. To evaluate the asset function outside the grid, we use a cubic polyn
interpolation.

We use an algorithm iterating on the Euler equation. By substituting consumption
(17) to the budget constraint(13), we obtain the following Euler equation:

(B.1)â′ � z −
[
δ

∑
q∈{q1,...,qH }

(1+ R)Prob(q ′ | q)

(A(z, q)(1+ R) + ω′ − A(A(z, q), q ′))γ

]−1/γ

,

whereω′ = q(1− dq) + W − q ′.
Then, we implement the following iterative procedure. At the first step, we fix s

asset function on the grid,A(z, q). In the second step, we use the assumed decision
for assets to calculate the right side of the Euler equation given by(B.1) in each point on
the grid. The left-hand side of the Euler equation is the new asset function,Ã(z, q). In the
third step, we compute the asset function for the next iteration˜̃A(z, q) by using updating
in the following manner:

˜̃A(z, q) = ηÃ(z, q) + (1− η)A(z, q), η ∈ (0,1].
For each point, such that̃̃A(z, q) does not belong to[0, z], we set ˜̃A(z, q) equal to the
corresponding boundary value.28 The procedure continues by iteration of these three s
until a fixed point is achieved with a given degree of precision,‖˜̃A(z, q) − A(z, q)‖ <

10−10, where‖ · ‖ is theL2 distance.
Following Ríos-Rull (1999), we solve for the interest rate and the wage correspon

to a given asset functionA(z, q) by computing an invariant probability distribution of th

28 Maliar and Maliar (2004b)show that by imposing a lower bound on the asset demand function, we gua
non-negativity of the Lagrange multiplier associated with the borrowing constraint. An upper bound sho
sufficiently high not to affect the properties of the solution.
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total resources and wage arrears, Prob(z, q), given by:

Prob(z′, q ′) =
∑

q∈{q1,...,qH }
Prob

(
A−1(â′, q), q

) · Prob(q ′ | q),

â′ = z′ − (q(1− dq) + W − q ′)
1+ R

,

whereA−1(â′, q) = {z, â′ = A(z, q)} is the inverse of the asset demand function given
A(z, q). Finally, to solve for the equilibrium fixed-point interest rate, i.e., the stoch
steady state, we use a bisection method proposed inAiyagari (1994).
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